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Instant Video Creator Give Your Web Site a "Live" touch... Who else wants to instantly add streaming

video to their web site without expensive equipment, hiring expensive services or paying costly monthly

fees? ...and drastically increase their sales overnight to the roof Did you know that having streaming

video on your web site increases sales and conversion than just text and pictures? When a consumer can

see a 3-dimensional product it inspires more trust than just static pictures. Streaming video captivates

your visitors' attention just as if you were there in person moving them to take the next action. Instant

Video Creator offers you the ability to add streaming video on your web site without any special skills or

having to use expensive equipment. Until now you had to either hire expensive services to put streaming

audio on your web site, or be stuck with expensive monthly fees just to put streaming video on your web

site. You no longer have to limit your web site to just text with pictures, but now you can amaze people

with video on your website. You can now convert more visitors to buying customers. Having video on your

web site creates a personal connection with your customers that that appeals to all their senses, as a

result converting more visitors to customers A touch of live video will motivate your customers to take

action now rather than skim through all the text and eventually click away to another web site. It provides

an easy way for your visitors to quickly appreciate what you offer without going through the rigorous effort

of doing a lot of reading. Instant Video Creator is a revolutionary new software that allows multiple users

to create their videos under their own accounts. Not only can you use it to create just your own streaming

videos, you can also start your own service where you charge a monthly fee to host such videos for your
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customers. Whether it's a commercial, a demonstration, sporting event, customer testimonial or a video

press release, you can now have it online within minutes using Instant Video Creator.
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